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may be seen at the Empire Iron Works at Twenty-fifth &reef, and sp. 
preach more by accident tban by design to the true mathematmal form. 

In the oscillating engine the strains are extremely simple, and on this 
account this class mi ht with propriety have been the first instead of last 
in our investigation. H n this class the trunnions and pillow-blocks are al- 
ways thrust apart or drawn together with an energy exactly equal to the ef- 
fective pressure on the piston. The direction of the force is always in or 
parallel to the line of the piston rod. Assuming that the cyliuder be di- 
rectly beneath the crank, the frame of least material is evidently two tri- 
angles both resting on the same base ; but leaving out of the question the 
disposition of material below the trunnions, it may be sufficient to observe 
that the pillow-block should be supported on a stout triangle, the sides 
of which incline to an extent equal the greatest inclination of the piston 
rod. The framin of the engines of the steamship u Knoxville,>’ de- 
signed by Mr. D. 8 . Wells, approximates to this, the wrought iron stand- 
ards spreading at the bottom, and ranging upwards towards a point some 
feet above the centre of the shaft. In this case there is a necessity for this 
in order to conveniently remove the cylinder cover, but in the Corliss 
beam engine alluded to above, the braces range toward a point consid- 
erably below the beam-centre for no assignable reason, although in every 
other feature the Corliss Engine shows a masterly struggle for complete 
perfection of every detail. 

It may seem invidious to point out. instances where these principles 
have been overlooked. Attention has never been called particularly to 
their importance, and in fact the direction and intensity of the strains has 
probably never before been analyzed in print. The result is, that our 
shops, manufactories, and steamships, are full of large, and in many re- 
spects splendid engmes, but with miserable abortions as substitutes for 
frames. “ &lone’s Treatise on American En@neering,” the latest and best 
collection of detail drawingsever publisbed m Amerie?, spreads before the 
world a beam engine with the beam mounted on a smgle pair of pillars, 
unsupported except by the building in which it stands, and the design 
being already. published say be alluded to with freedom. “ Stuart’s 
Naval and Mad Steamers” has given correct drawings of the “ Golden 
Gate” and (‘ ll&mois,” in both which vessels the pillow-blocks are car- 
ried on stout vertical columns, with slight and almost insignificant diago- 
nal braces. America can do better thau this, and is doing it, yet for want 
of a distinct enunciaeiou of a few principles, obvious enough when once 
fully presented, we continue in too many cases to imitate and perpetuate 
error. 

.lYew Pork, Nay 23d, 1865. 

For the Journal of the Franklin Institute. 

.&w-iption of Improvements in Feeding and Circulating Water in Steum 
Boibrs. Patented by THOS. CRAXPIOX, of Washington City, D. C. 

The annexed engravings represent Thomas Champion’s patent mode 
of feeding aod keeping up continuous rapid circulation in steam boilers, 
through a sprinkler, and his patent furnace and direct action exhaust 

t* 
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steam blower, which saves all the room, expense, and friction of a me- 
chanical blower, and all the heat of the exhaust sieam and fuel after the 
e ‘ne is in motion. 
%I e present engravings show these improvement% attached to two 

of the common double flue cylinder boilers, such as are used for sta- 
tionary engines and for western steamboats, but they are applicable to 
all kinds and purposes. Letter A, is a pipe to which the feed pump 
or supply pipe is attached; B is a valve in said pipe hinged above at its 
junction with pipe c, which intersects above with the boilers at or near 
their bottom; D are coils, the extension of pipe A round the surface, to 

E 
rotect the plates from the intense heat of the coal, forming sides or a 
asket for the fuel above the grate, after which the coils or turns may be 

still further extended into a hollow grate E, in a square furnace such as the 
present ; the convolutions are not round, but are turned suddenly at each 
corner, until a hollow grate is formed and the tube at F extended through 
the fire space to the rear end of the boilers, where it is divided ‘into as 
many branches as may be deemed requisite, to have sprinklers G, ex- 
tending through the length of the boilers, to which these branches are 
united, to spray or jet the plates on any or every part of the fire surface 
should it become bare of water. 

The sprinkler is pierced with a series of small apertures at the proper 
angles, to sprinkle part or the whole of the internal surface, where fire is 
acting on the opposite sides of the metal. While the pump is feeding 
or the supply passing into the boiler, the valve B wil raise with the 
pressure under it, closing the pipe v, and the feed-water will pass on 
throu h 
heate I 

the coils, grate, tube, and sprmkler, entering the boiler intensely 
; but shouldthe pump fail to supply, the steam and hydrostatic pres- 

sure in the boiler and pipe, c, will then open the valve B, and admit the 
water from the boiler into the coils, and the intense heat to which these 
coils are subjected cause the hot water and vapors to pass upward with 
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continuous rapidity throu b the sprinkler, jetting and spraying the plates, 
whether the pump is fee % ing or not, SO long as any water remains in (he 
boilers; thus all (he water may be evaporated, the steam exhausted, and 
the en ine stopped, yet no explosion take place, nor even the boiler he 
injure , provided the fire be extinguished as soon as the engine shows % 
signs of stopping. With one-third the usual quantity of water in the 
boilers, and the continuous showering of the plates, renders the evapo- 
ration three times more effective, and (he mode of feeding cold water 
round through the coils in contact or nearly so wilh (he fire-box plates, 
admirably prevents their destruction, and saves much heat and loss in 
replacing burnt rate bars. 

For single or f ooble flue cylinder boilers is also placed a drying pipe I, 
in the rear end of the fire space, into which the cxh&tst steam from 
the engine is conveyed by the pipe II; the drying pipe has as many exit 
pipes J, conveying the exhaust steam into the centre of each flue of the 
boiler, to force the return of the unconsumed heat, smoke, and gas, from 
underneath the boilers through the flues and down the passage by (he 
direct action of the exhaust steam from (he pipes J, which exhaust com- 
mingles with the products of combustion, becoming part and parcel 
thereof, aiding in the intensity of heat, round and round the continuous 
current, which receives small supplies of fresh air in jets from the pipe 
N, between each puff of (he exhaust, which gives life to the fire, with a 
closed chimney, furnace, and ash pit. An additional pipe XC, is &ted to 

one end or middle of the drying pipe, with a valve in it for (he escape 
of a small portion of the exhaust steam into the atmosphere, should it 
exert too much force on the fire when running at the greatest speed. M, 
M, are conduits leading the products of combustion from the flues up the 
stack while the damper o is open and the fire is kindling and steam is 
raising, but when steam is up, the damper and ash pit closed, and (he 
engine running, then the exhaust forces all down the stack beneath the 
grate, and up through the fire round and round, saving and burning all the 
heat, smoke, gas, and exhaust steam. 

And (he size of new boilers to which these improvements are to be 
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attached, may be reduced, at least one-third, as the whole boiler may be 
enveloped in the furnace, except a small dome or drum to take dry steam 
from. 

For the Journal of the Franklin Institute. 

Particulars of i%e Steanz Propeller Sovereign. 
Hull and Machinerv built bv Messrs. Launi &Co,, Glaseow. Intended 

service, Black Sea. * 
HCLL- 

Length on d&r from fore part of stem to after part of 
stern post, above tho spar deck, 

Breadth of beam at mid&m section-molded: . 
196 feet 
24 9‘ 
18 ‘1 
45 81 
I1 ‘5 

10 *‘ 

Depth of hold, 
* 

. . . 
Length of engine and boiler apace, ??

Draft of water at load line, 
“ “ below pressure and revolutiona- 

C4VOWgV, . . 
Tonnnge, Hull, . 

Engine Boom 
$i 1 f&g.) 602 

Con&s of bunkers in ;ons 0; coal, 120 
Masts and rig, Brig. 
Weight of hull, (iron)k48,OOO(wood,‘Bcc.)336,006 Ibs. 

Bxomre.-Angular Geared.- 
Diameter of cylinders, . . 
Length of Stroke, 
Maximum pressure of ateam in pounds, * 15 

‘4 revolutions par minute, 38 
Weight of engines in pounds, . i66,SOO 
Nominal horse power, ?? 100 

Borr.aa.-One-Horizontal Tubular.- 

91 inches. 
10 6‘ 

I I& 
3 “ 

6 .< 

40 incber. 
3 feet. 

Length of ho&r, 
Breadth I4 . . 0 
Height cL exclusive of ateam chimney, 

“ 
WOight of ‘* 

inclasive ‘L 
in pounds with wrter, 67,200 ’ 

TGg& of furnaces (3 at each end,) 6. 
6‘ 

Height “ . ’ . ?? . ??

Length of grate bars, . . 
Number of tubas of brace, . 4@. 
Internal diameter of tubes, . 
Length of tubas, . . * 
Diamoter of smoke pipe, . . 
Height “ 
Description of con& . ’ Bituminous. 
Consumption per hour, . 1666 lbs. 

PROPELLERS.- 

Diameter of screw, . . 
Pitch of rrew. 
Number of blades, ?? . ’ 2. 

2 ‘L 
2 L‘ 
6 “ 

6 feet. 
3 I‘ 

24 ‘6 

11 feet 
1x ‘6 

6 inchcat, 

3 inchee. 
II 

6” ‘I 

8 ‘I 
11 ‘6 
6 ” 

2g ‘* 

6 ‘4 

6 inaher. 
6 ‘( 

Remarks.-Frames shape and dimension, L 4 by 3 by .178; distance apwt 
ut m&es, 18 ins. Plates, t&Aess, #-to tins., and 16 strokes from keel 


